Many of our facilities claim and **RECYCLE UP TO 70%** of their waste water, and **TWO FACILITIES USE 100% RECYCLED WATER.**

We offer **MORE THAN 100 uniform styles** made with recycled polyester as well as our Regeneration Collection made from **textiles created with PLASTIC BOTTLES.**

We were **THE FIRST** industrial launderer to use a **CHEMICAL-FREE, EPA-Endorsed Detergent ACROSS ALL** of our operations. We currently **RECYCLE UP TO 50%** of the **WASH WATER** in our laundry operations.

**Cintas Industrial Laundry** provides approximately **20% WATER savings, 12% ENERGY savings, and 75% SOAP savings**, compared to home laundry.

We’ve invested **more than $4 MILLION** researching **ZERO-DISCHARGE WATER RECYCLING TECHNOLOGY.**

Choosing Cintas **saves enough electricity to heat 5,719 HOMES A YEAR.** That’s approximately **1,898,000 gallons of gasoline every year.**

Cintas **saves UP TO 599 MILLION GALLONS of WATER every year** over home laundry.
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